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i once shared a journey with Helen Grey-Smith on the bus from Pemberton 
to Perth in the early 1990s and I was greatly impressed by her presence. She 
was a working artist with a lively and cultivated mind. She had lived through 
fascinating times, of the British Raj in India, life at an English boarding school, 
design school training in London and then working in England during World 
War II. In the 1950s to 1970s, she and her husband were very prominent in 
the visual arts scene in Western Australia, living at Darlington then later at 
Pemberton, which is where I met her. 

In 1993 I worked as a seconded teacher in the Art Gallery of Western 
Australia and was able to access the library there. I did find some records of the 
work of the Grey-Smiths and I began to think about Helen Grey-Smith in the 
context of women in the world of the visual arts. In the mid-1990s, I began 
a Master of Education degree at Edith Cowan University. Helen Grey-Smith 
agreed to be interviewed by me as part of this process. I wanted to document her 
life and work as well as perhaps find out what would make someone like Helen 
Grey-Smith devote herself to visual art. When I met her she was in the twilight 
of her years but during conversations with her I became aware of her strength of 
mind and integrity as she recalled her life and work. I felt honoured to be able 
to have these conversations with her, mainly in her kitchen at Pemberton, and I 
always came away from our sessions feeling uplifted.

It is my privilege to be able to use Helen’s own words to communicate 
her story. She retained a shrewd but sensitive tone in recalling her life. At the 
beginning of the interviews we agreed the discussions would be about her life 
and work. The story is focused on Helen Grey-Smith herself and is essentially 
true to her narrative. I wanted to convey the unpretentious and dignified 
atmosphere surrounding her. This text may leave the reader feeling that there 
are gaps in the story concerning Guy Grey-Smith or their family life but I 
recommend the reader to the comprehensive work by Andrew Gaynor on 
Guy Grey-Smith, a very prominent Western Australian artist and husband 
to Helen for thirty-two years. Gaynor’s work is a thorough examination of 
the life and work of Guy Grey-Smith but it also naturally includes many 
references to Helen and their family.

It is rare to be able to listen to an artist speaking their thoughts directly 
and to learn about their methods of working, so, in the end, it will be Helen’s 
words and her work which illustrate this story. I have included some detailed 
family background and photos not directly provided by Helen Grey-Smith 
herself but which she did mention during our conversations.

As a woman working in the field of visual arts, Helen represents a 
phenomenon from which generalisations could be made but I have tried to 
treat her story as unique. It is set in particular places and times. Her thinking 
and methods of work are products of that context. I have not tried to connect 
her story to other artists working in Western Australia in recent times but have 
endeavoured to give a glimpse of a wider historical context which seems to me 
appropriate. There is much to read and think about on the subject of visual 
art and artists and the historical position of women. I include some mention 

Helen Grey-Smith, 
probably taken in 
1937. Photograph 
courtesy of the  
Grey-Smith archives. 
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of relevant texts in the 
bibliography.

In the early 1960s, I met 
Margaret and Peter Jeffery 
and visited Margaret’s 
mother, Mary Blair, Helen 
Grey-Smith’s sister, at her 
home in Helena Street, 
Guildford. My family later 
spent several holidays with 
the Jeffery family when we 
were all in the UK during 
the 1960s and 1970s, 

including a memorable stay in Venice and Padua. Margaret often spoke of Guy 
and Helen Grey-Smith. As their niece, she had minded their young children 
many times and as an impoverished university student she had been offered 
their legendary hospitality. She owned and frequently used coffee cups and 
bowls made by Guy. Margaret displayed what I now realise is a family quality of 
courage and compassion when, upon her return to Perth and living at Guildford 
in the mid-1970s, she helped and sheltered Aboriginal people who were then 
camping under the bridge at Guildford. This led her to a lifelong commitment 
to the cause of the Nyungah people of Western Australia, in the Swan River area 
in particular. She accompanied a group of Aboriginal people on the long trip to 
the tent embassy in Canberra in the late 1970s and experienced firsthand the 
racism towards them as they travelled through towns along the way, but also the 
marvellous resourcefulness and camaraderie of the people as well as the kindness 
of strangers. She still lives in the same house, continuing to care for the First 
People of the Swan River area.

In 1973, the Western Australian government began clear-felling the 
karri forests around Pemberton for woodchips. On my return from the UK 
in 1977, I joined an environmental group called The South West Forests 
Defence Foundation. I later joined The Campaign to Save Native Forests. 
I remember hearing stories from Bill Hare and other members of this group 
about Guy Grey-Smith taking them over the forests of the South West in 
his plane to photograph the damage being done by this industry and the 
gratitude felt by the group for the substantial support of such a well-known 
person. In his book Andrew Gaynor relates how Guy had to be removed from 
the Pemberton Hotel while protesting about this issue. 

In 1979, my sister Kaye Rogers was welcomed to her recently purchased 
home in Jamieson Street, Pemberton, by Guy Grey-Smith. He appeared at her 
door bearing a basket of fruit, offering her neighbourly help should her family 
need anything. The Grey-Smiths were, by then, also living in Jamieson Street. 
Once Kaye went to borrow a ladder from Guy and Helen. She emerged many 
hours later without the ladder but having enjoyed a wonderful convivial time 
with them. Guy urged my sister to make sure to guard the bush, especially 

left Helen Grey-Smith. Photograph by Gwen 
Phillips

right Helen Grey-Smith’s home in Pemberton. 
Courtesy of Sue Grey-Smith
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the area around their homes which includes a part known as the Widdeson 
Street bush. She has endeavoured to do this ever since and locals at Pemberton 
have been supportive of her efforts. Mark Grey-Smith now lives at the family 
property, actively involved in local arts and other issues.

The Grey-Smiths had decided to live at Pemberton where my grandfather 
had pioneered as a Group settler and where my siblings and I had grown up 
and been educated. We children spent many hours in the bush, travelling 
through it on the school bus, seeing the seasons change in the forest, seeing 
kangaroos and emus, picking wildflowers and feeling the influence of the 
karri forest for the rest of our lives. Gabriel John (Old Jack) Phillips, our 
grandfather, cleared and farmed his land in the 1920s and ’30s as part of the 
Group Settlement Scheme.1 

Gabriel John Phillips had a sense of sorrow for the loss of the forest and 
said that ‘a curse would come on the land due to what they, the farmers, were 
doing’. This was told to me by my uncle, Stan Phillips. Much South West 
farmland became polluted with pesticides and the little streams, where they 
still exist, are no longer fresh. The loss of species and degradation of habitats 
is an on-going issue in our drying climate. Stan Phillips had been at Bunbury 
High School with Guy Grey-Smith, later also joining the Royal Australian Air 
Force and having a career in the field of art education.

The story of most lives is known only to a few, even then subject to ego and 
memory, possibly embroidered, exaggerated and even lied about. Sometimes a 
life story of colour and significance resonates with others and is fascinating in 

My grandparents Gabriel 
John and Harriet Phillips 
with their family in 1922 on 
Group 8 Pemberton North. 
Photograph courtesy of 
Janet Trudgeon.

1  J. P. Gabbedy, Group Settlement, Part 1 and 2,  
University of Western Australia Press, Perth, 1988.
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the telling. Helen Grey-Smith lived a creative life stretching 
over many decades, affected and directed by external events. 
One of the intriguing aspects of her life was her knack of 
making wise and sometimes private decisions about how her 
life should be lived. She eventually lived alone at Pemberton, 
a long way from the city. Despite having been a most prolific 
worker and having had many exhibitions of her work, 
becoming almost a household name in Western Australian 
visual art circles, at the end of her career she did not receive a 
great deal of acknowledgement. However, many individuals 
and major institutions throughout Australia hold examples 
of her work.

Helen Grey-Smith made it clear that she did not regard 
herself as a ‘women’s libber’ or feminist. In our first recorded conversation she 
spoke of the writer George Sand, who believed very strongly that, ‘women had 
very profound artistic feeling and they were artists but they were also women 
who wanted to enjoy life and the combination of the two is quite hard to 
achieve. George Sand left her husband and went to Paris, was unconventional 
and wore men’s clothing, because it was easier to get around. It wasn’t an 
affectation of masculinity, it was a very reasonable idea. She did not take 
herself too seriously because if you struggle just to be an artist, you are not 
really a whole person.’

Perceptions of the work of women artists vary but I have formed the 
opinion that the generally accepted view is that it is not the same as the 
work of male artists. Women’s art does not appear with the work of ‘The 
Old Masters’. There are reasons for this. Art by women has been consistently 
treated differently by critics, curators and in the marketplace. The position 
Helen Grey-Smith took, first in textile printing and then collage, placed her 
work knowingly and firmly outside the field of traditional visual arts. Her 
feeling about her life and work was that you just did what you wanted, and 
she initiated steps to make this a reality. The early exhibitions of her work 
were alongside the work of her husband and even now she is often referred 
to as ‘the wife of Guy Grey-Smith’. The basis of Helen Grey-Smith’s position 
stemmed from her background and training. In this she actually endorsed and 
reinforced traditional thinking.

There is a long and interesting story about women in this field of 
endeavour which probably mirrors the achievements of women in society in 
general. In 1979, Germaine Greer published a comprehensively researched 
and unsentimental work called The Obstacle Race. 2 Greer outlined various 
obstacles to the success of women in the field of visual art and the ways 
that many women ran this race. Greer was very thorough in her research, at 
times unearthing work by women artists which had been hidden away and 
neglected. Many women were working in studios alongside their fathers or 
other male relatives but often their work was attributed to male artists or their 
contributions were hidden by inaccurate labelling or non-acknowledgement. 

Detail of a photo of Helen and Guy Grey-Smith 
working on her fabric printing. Photograph 
courtesy of Richard Woldendorp.
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The fact that after marriage a female would take another name also confused 
the process of identification.

Greer emphasised that the authentic voice of an artist needs to be found 
so that the artist is speaking in a language or imagery that is his or her own. I 
believe that Helen Grey-Smith did find that authentic voice. Greer concluded 
that the work of women artists is often the result of damaged egos. If a 
woman’s ego were damaged, this process began in her early life and was not 
necessarily a result of reactions to her work. In summing up, Greer urged 
women to support the efforts of women with ‘constructive criticism and with 
the financial, intellectual and emotional support that men have given their 
artists in the past’.3 In writing this book I hope to be following this advice.

In her 1990 book Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to 
Emily Dickinson, Camille Paglia presented some fascinating arguments about 
the nature of male and female characteristics. Her metaphor for maleness was 
concentration and projection. She wrote that, ‘The male must quest, pursue, 
court and seize. His projection and erection is the paradigm for all cultural 
projection and conceptualisation’.4 In her opinion, women’s basic metaphor 
is mystery. ‘In the female, nature operates at its darkest and most mechanical. 
It is impossible to equalize these forces. Kill the imagination, lobotomise the 
brain, castrate and operate: then the sexes will be the same. Until then, we 
must live and dream in the daemonic turbulence of nature.’ 5 

If this is true, then efforts towards sexual equality can only ever work at a 
superficial level. But a view in which male and female contribute is beneficial. 
This is certainly to be found in the story of Helen Grey-Smith. Her attitude 
of just doing what you want in a considered and accepting framework of 
existence was wise in the light of the writings of those feminists. 

Parker and Pollock referred to the structured sexism in the discipline of art 
history and the way that women were denied proper training and therefore 
were shaped for a subservient and domesticated life-world.6 They argued that 
the language used to describe art was then designed to exclude women from 
being treated as artists. 

A defining issue for women artists was that of education or training. 
Historically, very few women received an education in Latin, Greek, 
mathematics or architecture. This meant that a university education was 
essentially closed to women and qualification in medicine, law and other areas 
was impossible. Women were, however, almost exclusively involved in the 
essential but mysterious and possibly subversive field of midwifery, an activity 
which overlapped dangerously with witchcraft. The ‘training’ for this woman’s 
work was passed down, hands-on experience, which had been the basis of 
learning by women in many areas of life. 

A theme running through Helen Grey-Smith’s story is the effect of her 
education and training. She availed herself of training initially through the 
vehicle of interior design. In her parents’ view, this would give her useful 
domestic skills and save her from exposure to the vulgarity of art school 
(with its life drawing class, male predators and a lot of bad language). But 

2  G. Greer, The Obstacle Race: The Fortunes of Women 
Painters and Their Work, Secker and Warburg Ltd,  
London, 1979.

3  Ibid., p. 327.

4  C. Paglia, Sexual Personae Art and Decadence from 
Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson, Penguin Books, London,  
1990, p. 20.

5 Ibid., p 23.

6  R. Parker & G. Pollock, Old Mistresses: Women Art and 
Ideology, Pandora Press, London, 1981, p. xviii.
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she was aware that this kind of training left her outside the magic circle of art 
school–trained visual artists. Lack of exposure to the art school life class meant 
women artists could not be expected to enter the lucrative market of the nude 
study, embedded in biblical and classical painting and sculpture. Despite the 
limitations of her training, Helen Grey-Smith was taking an achievable route 
to something she wanted. 

One artist who fell afoul of a male predator was Artemisia Gentileschi 
(1593–1653). She was raped by a tutor, an associate of her father. The man 
in question, Agostino Tassi, had been employed by her father to teach her 
perspective. Her father, Orazio, defended her as strongly as he could, given 
the time and circumstances. The ensuing court case (which even involved 
the use of thumbscrews on Artemisia) turned her into ‘damaged goods’ 
but also probably liberated her to paint and later run her own studio. It 
certainly fuelled her work and her choice of subject matter. Susanna and the 
Elders (1610) was painted when she was 17 years old. It is a biblical story 
about a married woman surreptitiously gazed upon by several older men 
while she is bathing. This subject was often seen as a vehicle for painting 
a suggestive, half-dressed female body, a passive object of the male gaze 
and a metaphor for the position of women in a male-dominated society. 
Gentileschi’s version of this narrative, however, shows a suffering Susanna, 
far from a passive object. 

Gentileschi would also paint passionately about cutting off the head of a 
man in Judith and Holofernes (1611 and later, 1614–20), of which there are 
five surviving versions. These paintings are of a Jewish heroine but the ferocity 
of them demonstrates great personal investment in their depiction as well as 
brilliant painterly skill. Another painting entitled Jael and Sisera (1620) is 
also of violence done to a man by a woman. This time she is killing him by 
banging a tent peg into his head. Her work covers many other subjects, all 
depicting strong females.

Women artists could not compete with male artists on an equal footing, so 
for their work to be acceptable they often sought ‘safe’ subjects or media. Rosa 
Bonheur (1822–1899), a highly successful French artist, specialised in animals. 
Her masterpiece is entitled The Horse Fair (1853–55). She was also fortunate 
to have freedom from the burden of domestic drudgery by living in the home 
of her mother’s friend, Madame Micas, who was also the mother of her friend, 
Nathalie Micas. There she was treated almost as the head of the house.

One English artist stands out in that her work was much admired and 
centred in a thoroughly man’s world although with as much emphasis on 
horses as humans. This was Elizabeth Thompson, Lady Butler (1846–1933). 
Her painting The 28th Regiment at Quatre Bras (1875) in the National Gallery 
of Victoria is an example of her work. This huge painting communicates a sense 
of awe and pity at the resolute and tragic efforts of soldiers and horses engaged 
in one of the great military events. She has depicted the ‘Glorious Glosters’ 
facing Polish lancers in action two days before the Battle of Waterloo. The 
artist went to incredible lengths to achieve the realism of this painting with 

Artemisia Gentileschi, 
Self Portrait as an 
Allegory of Art, 
1638–39. Royal 
Collection Trust  
© Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II, 2015.
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precise detail of the horses and their trappings which frame the uniformed 
men, and of the crushed rye field on which the action takes place. 

It was praised by the very influential critic John Ruskin, ‘I never 
approached a painting with more iniquitous prejudice against it than I did 
Miss Thompson’s Quatre Bras – partly because I always said that no woman 
could paint and also because I thought what the public made such a fuss 
over must be good for nothing. But it is Amazon’s work this, no doubt of it, 
and the first fine pre-Raphaelite picture of a battle we have had; profoundly 
interesting and showing all manner of illustrative and realistic faculty…The 
sky is most tenderly painted and with the truest outline of cloud in all the 
Exhibition; and the terrific piece of gallant wrath and ruin on the extreme left, 
when the cuirassier is catching round the neck of his horse as he falls, and the 
convulsed fallen horses, seen through the smoke below, is wrought through 
all the truth of its frantic passion with gradations of colour and shade which I 
have not seen the like of since Turner’s death.’ 7 

American artist Mary Cassatt (1855–1926) painted and printed wonderful 
works, mainly of women and children. Her success came after years of 
struggle against prejudice by the visual art establishment. She was a supporter 
of struggling artists as well as being an advocate for the donation of works to 
public galleries.8

The nature of domestic commitments could affect women’s work but in 
the case of Helen Grey-Smith, she was happy to devote time to her young 

Elizabeth Thompson, The 28th Regiment at 
Quatre Bras, 1875. Courtesy of the National 
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne.
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family. She vowed not to put her children through the sort of education 
she had been exposed to – they both attended West Australian government 
schools although both had training as adults in England. She lived far away 
from her parents and thus avoided the potential extra duties of caring for 
elderly or sick relatives, this often being the reason for the distraction of 
women from their chosen work. Her work was done in the nature of a 
communal studio with her husband. There is no sense that she was not 
a contributing and strong partner in this creative environment or was 
in some way hampered in the shadow of a famous man. The sense of a 
complementary and cooperative partnership comes across very strongly in 
her marriage to Guy Grey-Smith. 

I believe they achieved the male–female balance mentioned earlier. She 
was highly intelligent, emotionally stable, understood the issues facing an 
artist in the work process and could speak the language of the trained visual 
artist. It would be patronising to say she was her husband’s muse. They were 
equals and soul mates on many levels. Helen cared for her husband after he 
contracted tuberculosis in prisoner of war camps during World War II but he 
also cared for her during times when she was ill. They respected one another 
and encouraged one another in their work. She trusted his judgement and 
accompanied him on painting trips, these being largely for his work. Their 
daily routine of starting work at 10am regardless of other jobs was strictly 
observed.7 One or the other would prepare lunch. He assisted her in the 
stressful physical work of screen printing, the only person who did this for 
her. She was commissioned to complete very large textile printing works, 
successfully completed with only Guy’s help. Generosity and mutual respect 
lent this partnership endurance.

In the early years of Helen Grey-Smith’s career, her output was mainly 
screen-printed textiles. She then progressed to collage and painting, but never 
in oil paint. In a typically self-disciplined manner, she recognised the limitations 
dictated by her training and completed work which was complementary to 
that of her partner. In this way a clash of egos was avoided and her work 
became her signature. Helen would not have thought of herself as ‘fortunate’ 
because her attitude was that you did what you wanted, and through shrewd 
decision-making and wisdom about her circumstances, coupled with strength 
and resilience, she was able to follow her own advice. Through self-awareness 
she was also able to establish her own authentic voice.

Helen Grey-Smith herself was of the opinion that works of art should be 
able to stand without explanation. I believe that the work of this artist does 
stand on its own but to link the progress of her work to her life story will, I 
hope, interest the reader and add a depth of meaning to the understanding of 
her work. 8  N. Hale, Mary Cassatt: A Biography of the Great American 

Painter, Doubleday and Company, New York, 1975.

9  Margaret Jeffery observed this aspect of their work habits. 
She said that once they had their breakfast and relaxed in 
the morning, this time was the signal to leave everything 
else and start work. Their separate working space was 
strictly maintained.
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top Helen with her sisters Laeta 
and Mary, 1920. Collection of the 
Grey-Smith Estate.

left The Stanes family, c. 1814. 
Photograph courtesy of the Stanes 
family estate.
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helen stanes was born in coonoor, near Coimbatore, in southern India on 
26th May 1916. Her parents were Margaret Hunnybun and Fred Stanes, who 
was a tea and coffee merchant. Her paternal grandfather, Sir Robert Stanes, 
had joined three of his brothers, William, James and Thomas, in India in 
1858. The Stanes family were from London, true ‘Cockneys’ who lived within 
the sound of the Bow Bells and, as described by Helen Grey-Smith’s brother, 
Robin Stanes, in his family history, ‘One of a great many middle class families 
making a good living out of marketing consumer goods made available by the 
technical advances of the Industrial Revolution.’1

The picture opposite is of the Stanes family in the best room of their 
house in The Minories in the City of London. It was painted around 1814, 
probably by William Bigg (1780–1828). James Richford Stanes, who is 
depicted on the right, and his wife Jane are shown with their children, 
Sarah, James, Jane, Henry Bowen, Elizabeth and Janet. In 1823, Elizabeth 
married a sea captain, William Brass, with whom her brother James Stanes 
went into partnership. The family were trading in manufactured goods, 
largely ceramics and cut glassware transported from the Midlands via 
the Grand Canal and thence to the family warehouses near the Thames. 
In trade directories of the day, James Richford Stanes was described as 
‘a Glassman’ and ‘a Chinaman’ and a ‘Staffordshire warehouseman’. The 
family then expanded their business to ship owning, with the formation of 
Brass and Stanes in the 1830s, and ship insurance, all of which established 
links with Bristol and India. James Stanes (born in 1796) married Sarah 
Poultney Worth in 1826. She died in 1843 having given birth to William, 
Jane, James, Sarah, Henry, Thomas, Elizabeth, Robert and Isabella. Jane 
brought up the family after her mother’s death. In the census of 1870, 
James Stanes described himself as ‘an owner of coffee estates, had four sons 
farming in India’ and it seems probable, according to Robin Stanes, that the 
firm’s and family’s capital was invested in India. Coffee was very profitable, 
labour was plentiful, land was easily available and the climate was a delight 
to Europeans. 

India had been dominated by European traders such as the Portuguese, 
Dutch and then the British East India Company. The main focus of their 
commerce was coffee, tea, cotton and the trading of opium to China. Britain 
had gradually extended its power over much of the world, due largely to its 
dominant naval fleet. The Indian Mutiny in 1857 was the first of the serious 
efforts by Indian people to oppose British rule in a widespread revolt. The 
result of this was the Government of India Act 1858, which transferred power 
over India to the British Government. It also resulted in violent hostility, 
cruelty and increased resentment, which led to the further alienation of the 
two groups, rulers and subjects. A Passage to India by E. M. Forster depicts 
the height of the British Raj but also signals the undercurrents leading to its 
demise. India was an Aladdin’s Cave for the entrepreneurial British.

Robert Stanes (born in 1841) was 17 years old when he arrived in India on 
24 December 1858 to join his brothers, William, James and Thomas. After an 

1 THE STANES 
FAMILY

1  R. Stanes, Stanes History 1771–1964 City of London 
and South India, private publication, Payhembury, UK, 
2001. Robin Stanes was Helen Grey-Smith’s brother and 
published quite a few books, some about the history of 
farming in south-western England. He is the source of 
information about the Plymouth Brethren and also about 
Lt. Col. Sir Thomas Noel Harris, hero of Waterloo.
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accident to his eye, he was sent to Coimbatore where he stayed and established 
a coffee and tea manufacturing plant in 1860. The remote location was secluded 
from the turmoil in the north. The area around the Nilgiri Hills had been the 
home of Toda and Kota peoples. The Stanes brothers were pioneers of coffee 
growing and manufacturing, tea growing and manufacturing and, later, cotton 
manufacturing, motor works and tyre re-treading. Many of the tea plantations 
now existing in the area were started by this family. There is still evidence around 
Coimbatore and Coonoor of the industry of the Stanes brothers despite the fact 
that the firm was lost to the family after Indian independence.

They committed much of their lives to philanthropy, which was common 
in Victorian times but there was also a serious religious belief underpinning 
their lives. William Stanes married Harriet Scudder, a member of an enormous 
American missionary family. Sir Robert Stanes became a member of what is 
now called the Plymouth Brethren, probably at the time of his marriage. 

Helen Grey-Smith said that her parents read the Bible every day. At the 
same time, the family did live a luxurious lifestyle, ‘quite privileged, never 
wanting for anything’. Helen’s earliest memories were of a wonderful home. 

‘Everyone lived in great grandeur. You came in and there was a porte-
cochere and there was one huge room tiled with red tiles and arches leading 
to the dining room and the four little bedrooms on either side of that. Next 
there was a stairway up to a huge room which my parents had as a bedroom, 
followed by another smaller one for whatever resident child. Everybody 
had their own bathroom and water was brought up by the waterman, up 
the steps, you know hot water, cold water, everything, and the kitchen was 
right outside. Everything was brought from there; I suppose it was charcoal or 
wood cooking. I never went in there much!’

Helen went on, ‘There was a lovely garden right at the other end and there 
was a well, a big well, and the water was brought up by bullocks. It used to be 
one of my thrills to go and watch this great big skin being brought up from 
the depths and then the water went into little channels which fed the whole 
garden. The little channels filled the little tank and you could play around in 
that for ages. It was absolutely beautiful with lovely big trees.’

She explained further, ‘Those big, red flowering ones you have in the 
tropics, flame of the forest they call it, a golden morhar2 or something and 
scented trees, hibiscus and bright purple bougainvillea about the size of 
this house. You could sit under it and then we had little attempts at a kind 
of English growth of garden too. We were always very careful; they had to 
worry about snakes and that kind of thing. But the house had a verandah all 
around, a big wide verandah with big white pillars on which they hung very 
strong, heavy, cheap blinds and when it was very hot they would just throw 
water on the blinds and cool the place off. I had a wonderful swing on the 
verandah. Generally it was a very pleasant, luxurious sort of life, I suppose. 
And one of the wonderful things we all remember, all of us that were there, 
the wonderful time when they were roasting the coffee, of course the smell 
would come right over...’

left This photo of Sir 
Robert Stanes by K. 
Anathan is  
on display in the 
Stanes Secondary 
High School, 
Coimbatore, India.

top right The Garage 
door sign at Coonoor. 
Photograph courtesy 
of Professor David 
Blair and Ju Li.

bottom right Sir Robert 
Stanes outside his 
home in Coonoor, 
Collection of the Grey-
Smith Estate.

2  The golden morhar referred to here is the gulmorhar or 
royal gold morhar similar to the royal poinciana or flame 
tree. It has spectacular red flowers and grows all through 
the tropics. It is the national tree of Vietnam and Barbados 
and St Kitts. Helen Grey-Smith knew the names of many 
plants and trees as she really did love them and used them 
in so much of her work, especially her textile designs.
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Helen remarked that her years in India were the ‘feeding years’. She 
referred to them saying, ‘Give me the child until it’s seven and I will give you 
the man’. Her feeling was of overwhelming visual impressions which made 
a huge impact upon her. She referred to India as the ‘mother culture’ and I 
think she meant globally as well as personally. In later interview comments, 
Helen made it clear that her parents had sheltered her from close contact with 
Indian life and it was not until she returned in her later years that she was able 
to see inside the temples and experience the crowded nature of life in India.

Helen was the third daughter to parents who were hoping for a boy. She 
admitted to feelings of childhood jealousy when, four years later, her brother 
Robin was born. She was, she said, a highly strung, difficult child. She had 
tantrums and suffered from bedwetting and sleepwalking. Her childhood 
passed in ‘a haze of wrong doing’. Her supporters at the time were the 
household servants. She felt close to them on that ‘lower level’. She felt that 
the Indian servants ‘totally accepted that kind of thing. When I would go 
into a tantrum and rush out of the room, one of them would come along and 
be nice to me! Then I’d be hauled in and given, well, I remember them (her 
parents) being so pained!’ She felt herself growing up as a misfit in her family 
and, somehow, as an onlooker: ‘I remember feeling awful and never quite 
making it. Very difficult.’ She always liked to draw and sketch but she did not 
know why. ‘No one else in the family did this’, she said.

Lucille Forer wrote about the significance of birth order. Commenting on 
studies of third or middle-born women she wrote, ‘Because of sibling rivalry, 
these women felt deprived of affection and attention which aroused feelings of 
rage and self-concern which encouraged a process of separation from parents. 
This complex of feelings may lead to the development of the creative skills 
which play a dual role of making oneself emotionally self-sufficient but also 
capable of winning back the parents. The creative potential itself suggests 
personal attention to one’s own unique feelings and perceptions.’3 

It is interesting to note that Kathleen O’Connor, another distinguished 
artist with connections to Western Australia, occupied a similar position in her 
family: ‘No precocious talent was evident but she did demonstrate an obstinate 
determination to become an artist. Even as a child she was interested in colour 
and was always sketching’.4 O’Connor also lived in a household dominated by 
the achievements of an outstanding paternal figure, C. Y. O’Connor.

Geraldine Brooks conducted a study of eight women artists. She found 
common themes emerged – ‘a sense of being an outsider’, a ‘sense of validation 
through external recognition’ and a ‘sense of connection and belonging 
through art’ as well as a ‘sense of self determination’ and ‘a sense of being torn 
between the needs of self and the needs of others’. She also reported ‘a sense 
of being a pioneer and a sense of being obstructed’.5 Some of these findings 
probably resonate in the development of Helen Grey-Smith as an artist.

Stanes Bungalow, 
Coimbatore. 
Photograph courtesy 
of Professor David 
Blair and Ju Li.

3  L. Forer, The Birth Order Factor, David McKay Company, 
New York, 1976.

4  J. Gooding, Chasing Shadows: The Art of Kathleen 
O’Connor, Craftsman House and Art Gallery of Western 
Australia, Sydney, 1996, p. 12.

5  G. Brooks, ‘Meaning and experience of career as it is 
lived by women artists’, University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, 1995.
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